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ABSTRACT
Complexity in resource allocation grows dramatically as mul-
tiple cores and threads are implemented on Multicore Multi-
threaded Microprocessors (MMMP). Such complexity is es-
calated with variations in workload behaviors. In an effort to
support a dynamic, adaptive and scalable operating system
(OS) scheduling policy for MMMP, architectural strategies
are proposed to construct linear models to capture workload
behaviors and then schedule threads according to their re-
source demands. This paper describes the design through
three steps: in the first step we convert a static schedul-
ing policy into a dynamic one, which evaluates the thread
mapping pattern at runtime. In the second step we employ
regression models to ensure that the scheduling policy is ca-
pable of responding to the changing behaviors of threads
during execution. In the final step we limit the overhead of
the proposed policy by adopting a heuristic approach, thus
ensure the scalability with the exponential growth of core
and thread counts. The experimental results validate our
proposed model in terms of throughput, adaptability and
scalability. Compared with the baseline static approach,
our phase-triggered scheduling policy could achieve up to
29% speedup. We also provide detailed tradeoff study be-
tween performance and overhead that system architects can
reference to when target systems and specific overheads are
presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4 [Operating Systems]: Scheduling

General Terms
Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern processors integrate multiple cores on a chip and

multiple threads in a core. MMMP exploit Job-Level Par-
allelism (JLP), Thread-Level Parallelism (TLP), as well as
Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP), in an effort to generate
enhanced throughput [12] with comparatively lower energy
implications.

Along with this argumentation in on-chip parallelism comes
an increase in the complexity and difficulty in hardware re-
source management. On one hand, since several physical
cores are implemented on the chip, the resources are isolated
between different cores. It makes a thread not able to access
the resources in different cores. This issue is especially un-
desired when certain resource is idle in one core, but highly
demanded in another core. On the other hand, threads in
the same core share the local resources jointly when em-
ploying Simultaneous Multithreading (SMT) architectures
[18]. As a result, the thread behavior is not independent
any more, but rather there is “inter-thread interference” [9].
Thread performance will be degraded due to severe competi-
tion for the same resource, as well as inappropriate resource
allocation that despises thread’s demands [19]. Therefore, it
requires well defined management scheme in such a compli-
cated architecture in order to optimally utilize the hardware
resources [11].

Furthermore, the workload dynamics also call for a novel
design. Workload behaviors, e.g., throughput and memory
accessing, normally repeat with respect to execution phases
[1]. In different phases, the workload would have different
resource demands. Such a characteristic implies that the
thread mapping pattern based on resource demands should
be synchronized with the execution phases. However, exist-
ing thread scheduling policies either do not consider phase
changes at all, or even when they do, they commonly fall
into passive and static approaches.

As a result, a phase-driven approach can be more capa-
ble of catching the thread behavior and hence more efficient
in identifying complementary and conflicting resource de-
mands among threads. In this study we propose a phase-
triggered dynamic thread scheduling policy that monitors
phase changes in a more active way and makes online mi-
gration decisions so as to achieve the best system resource
utilization. The major contribution of this paper includes:

• An adaptive algorithm to monitor phase behaviors and
monitor phase changes of threads online,

• A phase-driven approach to pair threads based on their
resource demands,



• A heuristic approach to reduce complexity and im-
prove scalability.

The rest of this paper is organized: a brief review on re-
lated work is presented in Sect. 2. The proposed design
is improved from a static dispatching policy to a dynamic
scheduling policy in Sect. 3. Then it is equipped with ability
to detect phase changes in Sect. 4. Scalability is addressed
in Sect. 5. We will present the performance improvement
and discuss the evaluated overhead. Eventually conclusions
are drawn in Sect. 6.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section we briefly go over the existing work about

scheduling policies and categorizing thread resource demands.
We also introduce the background on the linear regression
model employed in this study.
Please note even though there are several approaches in

multithreading architecture, in this paper we only focus on
SMT, which is defined as fully shared execution resources by
several concurrently running threads in a single core, such
that both TLP and ILP are utilized [18]. Similarly the focus
is on homogeneous multicore architectures at the core level.

2.1 Multicore Scheduling Policy
Corresponding to the multiple levels of on-chip parallelism,

there are different levels in the resource management schemes
studied by researchers. In particular, there are scheduling
policies at the Operating Systems (OS) level that define how
threads are mapped to cores. Meanwhile, scheduling poli-
cies at the hardware architecture level coordinate multiple
threads within a single core. In this paper we focus on the
OS-level scheduling policies due to their merits:

• Grasp the resource supply and consumption across dif-
ferent cores in a top-down view;

• Minimize the competition for the same resource within
a single core strategically;

• Manipulate thread-core mapping patterns easily across
core boundaries.

In MMMP, thread-core mapping patterns define how the
resources are utilized [11]. In Single-core Multithreaded Mi-
croprocessors (SMMP), Snavely et al. proposed the sym-
biotic scheduling policy to mix jobs with different priori-
ties together, such that the system throughput is increased
due to multithreading and co-scheduling [16]. Furthermore,
Knauerhase et al. proposed the scheduling based on the
cache usage in Multicore Single-threaded Microprocessors
(MSMP) [10]. They used the Linux kernel to balance cache
usage among private caches of different cores. As for MMMP,
Weng et al. found that better performance can be achieved
by pairing threads in such a way that the difference of Last-
Level Cache (LLC) misses is maximized among threads in
the same core [19]. Such a mapping pattern, i.e., Mix-
Scheduling, was better than Mono-Scheduling that paired
the threads with similar level of LLC misses onto the same
core. However, Mix-Scheduling was a static scheme, i.e.,
without runtime evaluation or migration, and it required a
priori knowledge about LLC misses.

2.2 Observing Shared Resources
The shared resources in MMMP can be divided into two

categories: computation resources and memory accessing re-
sources [5]. The former involves execution resources in the
pipeline as well as the higher-level cache(s), while the latter
includes lower-level memory hierarchy, the memory manage-
ment unit (MMU) and off-chip bus. To quantify the concept,
Zhu et al. [20] proposed to use cycles per instruction (CPI)
portions to express the usage of different resources. To be
specific, the overall CPI was decomposed into computing,
L1, L2, L3 and main memory accessing. The summation
of the first two parameters suggested the usage of compu-
tation resources, while the summation of the rest suggested
the usage of memory accessing resources.

The cache miss rate was used as the metric to indicate the
resource demand by Cazorla et al. [2]. The threads with
miss rate no less than 1% were considered to mainly utilize
memory accessing resources, such that they were categorized
as memory-intensive. On the contrary, the threads with
cache miss rate less than 1% belonged to the computation-
intensive category. Another way to illustrate the memory
accessing behavior was to summarize misses over certain
number of retired instructions, e.g., Misses Per Kilo Instruc-
tions (MPKI) [4]. Given that cache miss rate may not be
able to indicate the true pressure on the memory hierarchy,
MPKI is better at suggesting the thread resource demands
in spite of the architectural specification.

Zhuravlev et al. [21] studied the components that defined
the performance in the environment like MMMP and they
concluded that the dominant factor was the contention for
resources at levels even lower than LLC, e.g., DRAM con-
troller, Front Side Bus (FSB) and prefetch requests. They
also implemented a static multicore scheduling policy similar
to Mix-Scheduling [19]. Therefore, we adopt LLC misses as
an essential indicator to the demand on shared resources in
the MMMP, while other factors, such as memory bandwidth
and I/O requests are considered covered by such an indica-
tor implicitly. We notice the potential influence of other
architectural derivatives, such as non-uniform memory ac-
cess (NUMA) and heterogeneous architectures, but they do
not fall into the focus of this study and may be covered in
the future.

2.3 OLS regression
The Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression is able to

adaptively construct model for multiple variables, and it is
the best in theory among all linear unbiased estimators, in
the sense of having the smallest variance [17]. Given that a
random variable Y is a function depending only on another
random variable X and their relationship is linear, they can
be expressed as:

Y = βX + α+ ε (1)

where ε is Gaussian distribution with zero mean and vari-
ance σ2, while β and α can be evaluated through the regres-
sion [17]. In this study, we use X and Y to represent L1
and L2 data misses respectively, and try to construct such
a linear model between them two. Therefore β and α are
evaluated as:

β =

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
(2)

α = ȳ − β̂x̄ (3)



where xi denotes misses in L1 D-Cache, yi denotes the data
requests that miss in L2 cache, i denotes the sample index,
n stands for the total number of samples, x̄ and ȳ represent
the averages. Furthermore, X and Y are both one-dimension
matrices, or vectors, so the simple regression can be used to
calculate the estimators:

β =
Lxy

Lxx
=

∑n
i=1 xiyi − nx̄ȳ∑n
i=1 x

2
i − nx̄2

(4)

And α still uses Eq. 3. ε is omitted from our model to
achieve moderate simplicity in computation.

3. DYNAMIC MIX-SCHEDULING
In this section, we begin to introduce our thread schedul-

ing polices. We start from a heuristic dispatching policy, re-
ferred as sMIX. Based on sMIX, we convert it to a dynamic
scheduling policy, referred as dMIX. Then we compare the
performance between the two.

3.1 sMIX and dMIX
First, we assume in the MMMP architecture, there are

multiple LLC domains and several threads share the same
LLC. The basic concept of sMIX is to distribute LLC misses
evenly across different LLC domains. Relying on off-line
analysis, sMIX obtains LLC miss ratios of different bench-
marks beforehand and categorizes them as either memory-
intensive or computation-intensive. sMIX would pair the
threads from different categories onto the same LLC domain
to avoid cache contention. sMIX is a static scheme because
once the threads are dispatched, the pattern is fixed till com-
pletion.
Clearly sMIX does not adapt to the phase behavior of the

threads and require a priori knowledge about the threads.
In an effort to improve upon it, we propose the following
changes:

1. Modify the objective to minimize the deviation of LLC
misses among different LLC domains, instead of pair-
ing threads according to pre-defined category.

2. Employ misses over certain amount of instructions in-
stead of miss ratio.

3. Use epochs to conduct online evaluation instead of off-
line.

4. Perform runtime migration of threads instead of static
mapping pattern.

As a result, sMIX is converted to dMIX, a dynamic schedul-
ing policy paced by CPU epochs. At the end of every epoch,
the OS scheduler processes the sampled misses for every
thread, and thus every LLC would have a summation of
MPMIs (misses per million instructions) or MPKIs of all
threads on the same cache. dMIX conducts the search to
find out the optimal mapping pattern, in the sense of hav-
ing the smallest difference in terms of total misses across all
LLC domains. In other word, the difference, or Standard
Deviation (StDev), of cache misses across LLC domains is
minimized.
For example, assuming there are four threads on two LLC

domains, with each LLC supports two threads. An the end
of an epoch, MPMIs of all threads are obtained and evalu-
ated by the OS scheduler. Here arbitrary numbers are used

for illustration purpose only, which are shown in Table 1.
As we can see, there are three possible scheduling patterns.
However, Pattern 2 has the least StDev and thus it will be
the new scheduling decision and dMIX will perform thread
migration if necessary to implement this new mapping pat-
tern. Next, let’s see how to compare the performance of the
two schemes.

Table 1: Objective in dMIX
Core 0 Core 1 StDev

Pattern 0 1, 2 3, 4 2
Pattern 1 1, 3 2, 4 1
Pattern 2 1, 4 2, 3 0

3.2 Experimental Methodology

Table 2: Baseline parameters
Parameter Value
IF/IR Width 8/9
ReOrder Buffer Size 320 entries
Inst. Window 160 INT, 64 FP
Function Unit 3 Ld/St , 5 FP Mul/Div

3 INT Mul/Div
L1 DCache 32KB, 4-way
L1 ICache 32KB, 4-way
L1 Cache Hit 2 cycles
L2 Cache Hit 9 cycles
L2 Cache 512KB, 8-way asso.
Main Memory Hit 469 cycles

Our design is implemented in SESC, a cycle-accurate ar-
chitectural simulator [14], with the configuration parameters
listed in Table 2. Please note the main memory latency is
to model 100 nanoseconds in an experimental processor run-
ning at 5GHz minus bus latency. The architecture now is
augmented with SMT ability. Here we simulate an exper-
imental 2-core microprocessor with 2 threads in each core.
Every core has its private L1 and L2 caches, while L1 is
split and L2 is unified with L2 being the LLC. The native
OS events such as interrupts, OS threads and I/O requests,
if any, are simulated by the Dummy OS in the simulator.

Table 3 lists the benchmarks from SPEC CPU2000 suite
[7] that we employed in this study, as well as their type.
Benchmarks are processed and then decided to be computa-
tion-intensive(CI) or memory-intensive(MI) in [3].

Based on the 12 benchmarks, we construct 3 distinctive
multi-programming workloads as listed in Table 4, with each
workload consists of 4 threads. The first two threads will be
sent onto core 0 while the other two on core 1, and their
category (MI or CI) are listed in the table. All of them
will be simulated for 100 million instructions using the early
simulation points [13]. The ICOUNT [18] policy is used as
the instruction fetch policy in SMT environment.

The average Instruction Per Cycle (avgIPC) used in [7] is
one common method to measure the overall system through-
put, which is defined as the total number of instructions
executed over the time elapsed. The formula for avgIPC is:

avgIPC =

∑N
i=1 IPCi

N
(5)



Table 3: SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks employed
Benchmark Type Cty Benchmark Type Cty
300.twolf INT MI 301.apsi FP CI
179.art FP MI 256.bzip2 INT CI

197.parser INT MI 186.crafty INT CI
183.equake FP MI 176.gcc INT CI
171.swim FP MI 164.gzip INT CI
181.mcf INT MI 168.wupwise FP CI

where N is the number of threads. Nevertheless, in justi-
fying the performance of the new architecture for a multi-
threading workload, Sazeides et al. [15] proposed the Av-
erage Baseline Weighted IPC (abwIPC). It is calculated
as the average thread improvement in the new architecture
over the old architecture, which is also an essential reference
to observe the average thread performance. The formula of
abwIPC is given as following:

abwIPC =

∑N
i=1

IPCnew,i

IPCbaseline,i

N
(6)

In our study, both metrics are employed to analyze the ex-
perimental results.

Table 4: Workloads in simulation
Core C0 C1
Thread MI, CI MI, CI
WL1 twolf, apsi art, bzip2
WL2 parser, crafty equake, gcc
WL3 swim, gzip mcf, wupwise

3.3 Throughput Comparison
Actually the workload distribution we listed in Table 4 is

the default scheduling policy sMIX, which pairs one memory-
intensive thread with one computation-intensive thread, based
on the a priori information listed in Table 3. And there will
be no thread migration once the threads are distributed onto
cores.
On the contrary, the workload distribution listed in Table

4 will be the initial distribution of dMIX. The difference is
that dMIX will re-evaluate the thread mapping pattern at
every epoch and make dynamic migrations if necessary. Here
we vary the epoch ranges among 10, 50, 100 and 200 mil-
lion CPU cycles, which is adequate to observe major phase
changes at millions of instructions [1]. Performance improve-
ment by dMIX in terms of avgIPC and abwIPC is shown
in Figure 1, where the results are normalized to those of
sMIX. On average, dMIX achieves 19% better performance
than sMIX. Given that sMIX even requires knowledge about
the threads beforehand while dMIX does not, dMIX justifies
a promising direction for thread scheduling. Moreover, by
comparing dMIX-K (based on MPKI) with dMIX-M (based
on MPMI), we find that dMIX-M is able to improve system
performance more than dMIX-K. It means MPMI is better
at expressing thread behaviors in a long run. Therefore, our
schemes will be focused on MPMI from now on.
Although dynamic scheduling policies are able to generate

better throughput than sMIX, we feel the epoch size is still
a pre-defined fixed value that will not fit the different needs
from various workloads. For example, for WL1 the best

performance is achieved when the epoch is 10 million CPU
cycles, while WL2 has the best performance when epoch is
100 million CPU cycles. It results from the nature of phase
behaviors, that phase duration varies greatly across different
benchmarks. Therefore, a better scheduling option would
be based on phases, rather than fixed CPU cycles, such that
scheduling decision is synchronized to phase changes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Performance of dMIX (a) avgIPC, (b)
abwIPC

4. PHASE TRIGGERED SCHEDULING
Here we propose pMIX, a phase-triggered scheduling pol-

icy with the ability to observe phase behaviors. It will eval-
uate the mapping pattern in the OS upon recognizing phase
changes. This approach consists of five modules:

1. Sample: Sample L1 and L2 data misses per thread

2. Model: Construct thread models employing OLS re-
gression

3. Phase: Monitor the models to identify phases

4. Pattern: Evaluate mapping patterns after the changes

5. Thread: Migrate threads based on the patterns

4.1 Sample Module
The Sample module is closely related to the hardware

architecture, because the L1 and L2 data misses are from
levels lower than OS. This module physically needs two sat-
urating counters for every thread to collect MPMI samples
from L1 and L2 caches. Please note L2 is LLC in our de-
sign, similarly in [18]. The counters should increment by one
upon new misses, which will take no more than 1 CPU cycle.
Moreover, the time is parallel with model construction and
thread execution, so it does not interfere with other parts.
The time duration that this module concludes a sample and



then transmits to the OS is what we call Sampling Period
(SP), which is one million instructions in our scheme. Once
one million instructions have been successfully retired, an
interruption will be generated to notify the OS scheduler to
read the module counters, which are the L1 and L2 miss
samples.

4.2 Model Module
In order to construct thread model dynamically, we em-

ploy the OLS regression to process samples of data misses
of L1 and L2 caches. Even though L2 is a unified cache, we
only monitor the data misses, because empirically they are
more likely to form a linear relationship with L1 data misses.
The number of samples employed in model construction is
denoted as Window Size (WS). And we will use {SP, WS}
to specify their values respectively in the following study.
Therefore, given L1 and L2 data misses are represented

as X and Y respectively, based on the samples from L1 and
L2, two parameters β and α can be calculated using Eqs.
3 and 4. Then the thread model is constructed as a linear
relationship:

y = β × x+ α (7)

As a result, this module provides our design with two fun-
damental indicators: the model of thread behaviors and the
evaluated LLC misses. The former one plays an important
role in triggering pattern evaluation, while the latter one
defines the pattern itself.

4.3 Phase Module
The Phase module monitors the model generated from

theModelmodule and identifies any changes. In particular,
pMIX recognizes phase changes by comparing new model
parameters in terms of β and α with the old ones. The first
order derivatives are calculated for both parameters:

∆β =
|βnew − βold|

βold
(8)

∆α =
|αnew − αold|

αold
(9)

A phase change is identified by raising the newPhaseFlag,
when ∆β and ∆α both exceed the threshold (δ).

newPhaseF lag = (∆β > δ) AND (∆α > δ) (10)

To illustrate how the Phase module works, we collected
MPMIs of two benchmarks: 183. equake and 301.apsi from
their 1-billion representative regions. Every 32 consecutive
samples of L1 and L2 MPMI , i.e., {1M, 32}, are processed
to form a linear model, i.e., β and α. The newPhaseFlag is
raised when Eq. 10 is true, where δ is set to 1. The results
are shown in Figure 2. We can see that our linear model
closely captures the phase behavior of 183.equake, where
flags are able to indicate major phase changes. Nevertheless,
the flags are not raised sharply at the beginning of a new
phase but lag a little behind. This is because it takes more
than one sample to trigger the changes in β and α in order
to raise the flag. On the other hand, 301.apsi is more chal-
lenging as its flags are raised irregularly sometime. Around
the 300th samples, flags are raised so frequently that it loses
the purpose of phase detection. There are two options to
cope with such irregularity: one is to increase threshold δ
and the other is to increase the window size.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Model indicates phase changes (a)
183.equake, (b) 301.apsi

4.4 Pattern Module
The Pattern module evaluates possible thread mapping

patterns based on the models generated by the Model mod-
ule and chooses to take action based on the flag raised by
the Phase module. The objective, however, is kept the
same as to evenly distribute LLC misses throughout LLC
domains, as shown in Table 1. Nevertheless, there are three
factors in this module that lead to different implementa-
tions, which are evaluated variable, evaluating timing and
migration skipping. Let’s address them separately.

4.4.1 Evaluated variable
As mentioned above, the target of the OS scheduler here is

to achieve minimal difference of LLC misses across different
LLC domains. In our scheme, we deem LLC misses can be
obtained from two different sources: a historical LLC miss
value or a predicted LLC miss value. The historical LLC
miss value is calculated based on the regression algorithm,
which is the average of sampled data mathematically repre-
sented as ȳ in Eq. 4. We know that such an average value is
concluded from history information, and it covers past WS
× SP instructions, e.g., 32 million for a {1M, 32} configu-
ration. On the other hand, the predicted LLC misses are
calculated based on a newly constructed linear model as in
Eq. 7, where x is newly sampled L1 data misses and β and α
are estimators. The predicted LLC misses can be employed
because we assume current migration can lead to a pattern
that would be valid for some time in the future. Therefore,
prediction may help anticipate workload behaviors.

4.4.2 Evaluating timing
As a straightforward solution from flags raised in theModel

module, every flag may trigger a round of evaluation, which
is marked as the “Immediate” approach. This approach is a
good choice when flags perfectly indicate phase changes in



execution, for example, 183. equake; but it may not work for
some other cases, for example, 301.apsi. To compensate for
this disadvantage, we propose a hybrid approach that em-
ploys the concept of both epoch and flag, which is marked
as the “Advanced” approach. Assuming we set an epoch
as 200 million CPU cycles, it means the system evaluates
the thread mapping pattern at the end of every 200-million-
cycle epoch, under the condition there is no flag raised in
this epoch. If there is a flag raised from one thread, no
immediate evaluation will be triggered; instead, next eval-
uation is advanced, i.e., the rest of the current epoch is
cut to 50%. For example, if the current epoch starts at
t and at t + 100 million cycles there is a flag raised from
thread 0, then the next evaluation timing will be advanced
to t + 150 million cycles, in stead of the original t + 200
million cycles. If there is another flag raised from thread 1
at t + 110 million cycles, the time to next evaluation is re-
duced by another 50% to t+130 million cycles, so on and so
forth. Please note in each epoch, only the first flag from each
thread is allowed to advance the evaluation timing, as the
subsequent flags from the same thread will be ignored. The
rationale behind is if flags from multiple threads are raised
during one epoch, it indicates there is a growing demand
to evaluate mapping patterns and migrate. Consequently,
the next evaluation is promoted by those flags. If all flags
are from one thread, it might be its transient behavior. So
more changes from more threads will lead to a much ear-
lier evaluation in our design. The pseudo-code to express
our concept to advance next evaluation by flags is shown
here:

while evaTiming ̸= clockTicks do
if newPhaseFlag[i] && firstChange[i] then

evaTiming← (evaTiming - clockTicks>> 1) + clock-
Ticks
firstChange[i] ← FALSE

end if
end while
Evaluate(pattern)
evaTiming ← Epoch + clockTicks

where evaTiming is next evaluating timing, clockTicks is the
CPU clock, i is thread identity, firstChange is to indicate the
first change of a unique thread and Epoch is the predefined
value. As a result, there are four different implementations
of pMIX, which are shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Four derivatives of pMIX
Name Evaluated variable Evaluating timing
pMIX-I Average L2 Immediate
pMIX-II Predicted L2 Advanced
pMIX-III Average L2 Advanced
pMIX-IV Predicted L2 Immediate

4.4.3 Migration skipping
Another approach to minimize thread migration overhead

is to deny unnecessary migrations, where the necessity is es-
timated as the changes in terms of StDev. It means if OS
scheduler sees too little change in LLC miss re-distribution,
the corresponding migration is denied, even though it matches
the objective of minimizing the StDev across LLC domains.
In this way, the OS scheduler can ensure that the conducted

migration would lead to significant improvement that de-
serves the effort and overhead. In one word, the migra-
tion is skipped because of ignorable change in LLC miss
re-distribution, when Eq. 11 is true.

|StDevnew − StDevold|
StDevold

≤ θ (11)

where StDev is the standard deviation of LLC misses among
different LLC domains, new means the anticipated value af-
ter migration, while old is the current value. Correspond-
ingly to the four derivatives of pMIX, LLC misses here can
be either past average values or future predicted values.

Thread module is considered default in most OS kernels,
so its implementation is omitted here.

4.5 Performance Discussion
In total there are five overheads caused by the five modules

of pMIX policy: Sample reading overhead (SO), Model con-
struction overhead (MO), Phase detection overhead (PO),
pattern Evaluation overhead (EO) and Thread migration
overhead (TO).

When a new sample is finished, i.e., 1 million instructions
are committed from a thread, WS samples are read for re-
gression, and in total it happens 100M/1M = 100 times for
every thread during its execution since we simulate 100M in-
structions for every thread using its early simulation point.
We assume on average a single sample costs 100 CPU cy-
cles, such that the total SO added to a thread is 100 × 2×
WS × 100M

1M
. Given the default configuration WS = 32, this

number is around 640K cycles.
According to our design about the Model and Phase mod-

ules, 100 CPU cycles are enough to finish the computation,
so MO and PO are considered as 100 per model. And since
we also need to generate the model 100 times during the
thread’s execution, this number comes out at 10K cycles.
Evaluation in a system with four threads to generate the
scheduling pattern is not that time consuming, and this over-
head can be partially covered by dedicating idle resources
on the chip to the procedure. Consequently 10K cycles per
evaluation for EO is a solid estimation here.

As far as TO is concerned, it involves the time to swap
threads between ready queues of different cores. Please note
the effect to warm up new caches as a result of thread mi-
gration is well simulated by the simulator and has been
taken into consideration already. Nevertheless, due to its
inevitable impacts on the overall thread execution time by
suspending and moving threads around, TO is the major
impact factor in our overhead analysis. We vary it from 0
to 60 million CPU cycles to examine its impacts on the per-
formance of our scheduling policies. It thus provides a large
safety margin to any unknown overhead. As a result, Table
6 illustrates the adopted overhead values, which are added
to every thread in our evaluation.

All the evaluation metrics are normalized to that of sMIX,
our baseline scheduling policy. The raw thread performance
numbers are generated by the simulator, and then we man-
ually amend the performance with the overhead from Ta-
ble 6. In fact, empirical overhead values are convenient to
accommodate, but they easily diverge due to different en-
vironments. Most systems would find their corresponding
position in our analysis by plugging in their specific over-
heads without great efforts. Therefore, we feel such analysis
overcomes the limitation of the simulator, addresses the sen-



sitivity of our schemes, and offers a comprehensive overview
on performance considering the significant variables.

Table 6: Overhead analysis
Overhead CPU cycles Purpose

SO 640K Sample reading
MO + PO 10K Model processing

EO 10K/evaluation Pattern evaluation
TO 0:60M/pair/migration Thread migration
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Figure 3: Performance considering overheads (a)
avgIPC, (b) abwIPC

4.5.1 Overall performance
Figure 3 presents the performance comparison of four pMIX

schemes defined in this section and two dMIX schemes from
previous section, with all numbers normalized to that of
sMIX. θ is kept 0.1 for all workloads and we have employed
multiple δ values, and the average performance numbers are
presented here. Other simulation methodology remains the
same as in Sect. 3.2.

Overall, the proposed policies are able to achieve as much
as 25% improvement in avgIPC and 29% in abwIPC in raw
performance when no overhead of any kinds is considered at
all. Figure 3 also shows the performance trend as migration
overhead TO increases in the system, when all other over-
heads such as SO, MO, PO and EO are considered. On aver-
age all dynamic policies have shown better performance than
static approach sMIX when migration overhead is small. We
can increase the migration overhead to as high as 60 million
cycles, pMIX-III scheme still outperforms sMIX in terms of
avgIPC when all other schemes fail. It validates our adap-
tive scheduling policies in most tough environment in terms
of performance and overhead.

At any migration overhead point, there are always at least
two pMIX schemes that outperform dMIX in terms of both
avgIPC and abwIPC. It indicates the dynamic scheduling
policies that are invoked by CPU cycles are unable to follow
phase behaviors for better performance and less overhead.
However, in the environment that migration overhead is pro-
hibitively high, sMIX may be an option for the system since
there is no migration involved. In summary, the approach
to manipulate scheduling patterns based on program phases
is proved to be effective and efficient.

Furthermore, four derivatives of pMIX have different sus-
tainability in the system, shown as different dropping slopes
in Figure 3. It is not necessarily the case that if their raw
performance (zero migration overhead) is the best, then they
would succeed in surviving as the overhead grows. For ex-
ample, pMIX-III and pMIX-IV show promising raw perfor-
mance and survive when migration overhead grows. On the
contrary, although it has the best performance when migra-
tion overhead is zero, pMIX-I has the steepest slope among
all pMIX policies, such that its performance falls to the bot-
tom quickly. This is caused directly by its large number of
migrations involved in its design. pMIX-II does not have as
steep a slope, but its performance may result from the con-
fliction between its evaluating timing and evaluated variable.
It has a postponed evaluation, and by that time the average
cache misses should be able to reflect resource demands bet-
ter than a predicted value. So far, our performance analysis
applies to a small-scale system where it is feasible to pursue
the optimal mapping pattern, while situations in large-scale
systems will be examined in the next section.

4.5.2 Sensitivity to threshold
In the above simulation of representative workloads, δ is

available from 1.0, 0.5 to 0.1, such that the average perfor-
mance is obtained across different workloads with respect to
different δ values. δ may lead phase detection to opposite di-
rections: when a small δ value is adopted, frequent changes
would trigger too many pattern evaluations, which might
not be necessary since the phase is not categorically differ-
ent yet. On the contrary, a large δ value may fail to identify
major phase changes, such that thread paring is not follow-
ing thread behaviors well. Therefore in Figure 4, we present
the average migration time, evaluation time, avgIPC and
abwIPC related to δ. As expected, time of evaluation and
migration is reduced by large δ. It means some changes in
linear models are not recognized by pMIX, such that they do
not trigger evaluation or migration. Meanwhile, the perfor-
mance is not greatly harmed by less evaluation and migra-
tion. It means to evaluate and migrate only when significant
changes happen in the system is necessary and adequate. In



Figure 4: Delta defines overhead

summary, we advocate δ ≥ 1.0, while larger number may be
validated by specific workloads and overheads.
Another variable is θ that we used to reject some migra-

tions when they do not lead to considerable improvement
in the system. We change it among 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4
and 0.5, where δ is kept 1 in the simulation. Instead of go-
ing through every pMIX policy, we choose pMIX-III as the
representative in θ analysis. Overall what we see from the
simulation results is that migration is affected in several ex-
treme cases. For example, when θ = 0.0, a migration that
did not happen in previous simulations now is conducted for
workload WL2; while one migration is rejected when θ = 0.5
for WL3. Such changes do not introduce consistent perfor-
mance impact on the system, and other simulations, e.g.,
θ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4 have the similar behavior. The rea-
son for so few change caused by θ is because it is a variable
evaluated after δ. As δ is able to deny most little phase
changes when it is appropriately designed, any changes that
are submitted to θ is probably significant enough, such that
it is less likely for θ to deny a lot of migrations.

5. SCALABILITY OF PMIX
The study in this section is focused on scalability: is our

proposed policy able to scale to a larger system, i.e., more
cores and more threads?

5.1 Increasing core counts
We anticipate the popularity of MMMP as well as its in-

creasing system capability in the foreseeable future. How-
ever, it does not necessarily mean we can arbitrarily increase
both core and thread counts. Especially the multithreaded
architecture itself may come to a saturation point in terms
of performance when there are more than six threads on the
same core [3, 6, 8]. On the other hand, more rapid increase
in core counts in MMMP is considered feasible, e.g., dou-
bling the number of cores with each technology generation.
Even though threads numbers are around 2 or 4 per core,

exponentially growing core counts obviously provide way
more scheduling possibilities in the system. Therefore, an
OS scheduling policy that evaluates all patterns exhaustively
will consume tremendous system resources . As a simple ex-
ample, there are only 3 scheduling patterns for a 2-thread
2-core system, while 15 for a 2-thread 3-core one. Such in-
crement will eventually be unaffordable in terms of resource

consumption. Consequently, a complexity-reduced approach
is needed, which can keep the evaluation process sustainable,
while may not necessarily guarantee the optimal scheduling
decision.

5.2 Adjustment towards scalability
The major adjustment here is to reduce the number of

threads and cores involved in the evaluation and migration,
such that the cost does not exponentially accumulate with
core counts. Zhuravlev et al. found it practically enough to
concentrate upon merely two pairs of threads in a swapping-
based policy, which are from four different LLC domains
[22]. The performance improvement approaches saturation
very quickly after more than two pairs. Therefore, the scal-
able pMIX schemes are focused only on selected number of
threads across selected number of cores. In particular, two
pair of threads are chosen from four cores on different LLCs
in pMIX: two of which have the most LLC misses, i.e., heavy
cores, while two others have the least LLC misses, i.e., light
cores. Then the two pairs of threads are selected for replace-
ment: the heaviest threads from heavy cores exchange with
the lightest threads from light cores.

The proposed policy locates all candidate threads first and
then swaps them to evenly distribute LLC misses as shown
in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a), four extreme cores are chosen based
on their total LLC misses, which are summarized from all
threads on the same LLC. These four cores are significantly
unbalanced and they pose extreme demands on resources at
lower memory hierarchy (below LLC). On the contrary, we
assume the unselected cores have the LLC misses between
the four extreme cores so they impose relatively moderate
demands on the resources, such that their potential perfor-
mance improvement might not deserve the thread migra-
tion. In an effort to reduce StDev of LLC misses across
different LLC domains without introducing excessive eval-
uation overhead, four extreme threads are located on such
four cores: two heaviest threads, i.e., the most LLC misses,
on Core 0 and 1 in Fig. 5(b), and similarly the two light-
est threads on Core n and n − 1. Then they are swapped
among four cores to better distribute LLC misses. As a re-
sult in Fig. 5(c), the four extreme cores now have similar
LLC misses, such that StDev is reduced to its best efforts.
In summary, assuming system has c cores and every core has
t threads, complexity of evaluation in pMIX is in the order
of ∈ O(c× t) + 4×O(c) + 4×O(t) ≈ O(c2) when c >> t.

5.3 Performance in larger systems
Here more simulations are conducted using eight-thread

workloads in either two-core or four-core configurations, where
they both have eight threads in total. The workloads are
listed in Table 7. The overheads from Table 6 are adopted
again. Hence the performance comparison of different pMIX
schemes in larger systems (with 8 threads) is shown in Fig-
ure 6, where the baseline is still sMIX. Please note even
when the migration overhead is zero case, we still take all
other overheads (SO, MO, PO, EO) into account for the
evaluation.

Once again, all pMIX schemes are able to achieve bet-
ter performance than the static approach sMIX when mi-
gration overhead is small. The average raw improvement
(with no migration overhead at all) across all four differ-
ent pMIX schemes is 8% in terms of avgIPC and 13% in
terms of abwIPC over sMIX. However, less performance im-



(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Scalable evaluation in pMIX. Numbers
illustrate threads’ LLC misses and line width cor-
responds to the heaviness: (a) Four extreme cores
are chosen, (b) Four threads are selected for replace-
ment, (c) The target environment is of evenly dis-
tributed LLC misses across LLC domains

provement is spotted here when compared with Figure 3.
This is because in our adjustment towards scalability, we no
longer perform exhaustive evaluation of all possible thread-
swapping combinations, in order to get reduced evaluation
complexity. The price we pay is we cannot guarantee the
optimal scheduling decision anymore, but a sub-optimal de-
cision.
Secondly, pMIX-II and pMIX-III show strong resilience

towards migration overhead, while the performance of pMIX-
I and pMIX-IV drops sharply when the migration overhead
increases. This is because pMIX-I and pMIX-IV evaluate
upon every recognized phase change, which is associated
with considerable system overhead. On average their eval-
uations are 25X over those of pMIX-II and pMIX-III. As a
result, the advanced approaches only explore a small number
of migrations in the execution, showing acceptable overheads
in managing threads, but still are able to improve system
performance. Among them, pMIX-III exhibits superior and
sturdy performance even with increasing system capacity.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The emergence of MMMP presents great challenges on

how to efficiently and effectively manage resources for bet-

Table 7: More Workloads in simulation
WL Benchmark List
4 apsi, art, bzip2, twolf, crafty, equake, gcc, parser
5 apsi, twolf, bzip2, equake, gzip, wupwise, swim, art
6 crafty, mcf, gcc, wupwise, gcc, art, swim, twolf
7 apsi, parser, bzip2, mcf, crafty, wupwise, gcc, art
8 apsi, mcf, bzip2, wupwise, gzip, equake, swim, parser
9 crafty, twolf, gcc, equake, gzip, parser, swim, mcf
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Figure 6: Performance of pMIX in larger systems
(a) avgIPC, (b) abwIPC

ter throughput. On one hand, the resources on different
cores are used unevenly; on the other hand, multiple threads
in each core introduce inter-thread interference. The dy-
namic phase behavior of each thread complicates the issue
even further. In order to overcome these difficulties, MMMP
requires a resource management scheme to fully utilize re-
sources across different cores and to minimize competition
among threads.

In this paper, we first proposed a static dispatching pol-
icy with no runtime manipulation. Then we demonstrated



a dynamic scheduling policy paced by CPU epochs with
runtime migration capability. Thirdly we introduced our
regression-driven scheduling policy which is capable of cap-
turing the phase changes of threads and scheduling them
correspondingly. Limited threads were selected for replace-
ment in a larger system, such that the overheads of the pro-
posed schemes maintain at an affordable level, even though
the core counts might increase exponentially in the future.
Our experimental results showed that the regression driven
policy clearly outperformed other policies due to its abil-
ity to capture the thread demands adaptively and then pair
them dynamically.
Future research might consider more system events, such

as OS threads and I/O requests, and other architectural
derivatives, such as heterogeneous architectures and NUMA.
Therefore, it might help the prospective design of a hier-
archical OS scheduling policy for more complicated envi-
ronments, such as supercomputers and cloud computing.
Another topic that we are interested in is to provide hard-
ware support to the OS scheduling policy, such that partial
software overheads are supported by dedicated hardware re-
sources.
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